
about the author
Born with wanderlust, forever living in a fantasy 
world, Sandra Gore escaped the prairies of Kansas and 
followed the yellow brick road on an odyssey of 25 
years that took her to Europe, Africa, Latin America 
and the Middle East. Starting with a one way ticket to 
Iceland, Sandra returned with a Viking husband, an 
art degree and speaking fi ve languages.

Isis and Athena of the Red Mirror Trilogy are 
Sandra’s fi rst novels. She describes the trilogy set both in modern and ancient times 
as the culmination of her life as a shameless romantic daydreaming about the distant 
past, roaming ancient ruins, exploring the Sahara, studying Latin, Classical Greek, 
Middle Egyptian (hieroglyphs), Spanish, French, Danish and Arabic. She wants to 
carry the reader back in time, to bring alive the adventure, romance and mysticism 
just across the Red Mirror. Isis, set in Las Vegas and Late Period Egypt (525 BCE), 
is the fi rst book in the Red Mirror Trilogy.  Th e second book is Athena of Ancient 
Greece and Ptolemaic Egypt (325 BCE). Th e third book of the trilogy will be Elektra, 
set in Roman Egypt (100 CE).

Sandra’s writing era began in Las Vegas with sandraofft  hestrip.com, a magazine blog 
dedicated to the adventures of an eclectic mind. Her fi rst book, Sex and the Zen of 
Shopping: Live Rich by Shopping Smart, is a self-help manual on the philosophy of 
bargain shopping. Sandra contributed the real life fairy tale “A True Love Story” to 
the anthology Life Choices: Navigating Diffi  cult Paths. Both Sex and Zen and Life 
Choices were released in January 2010. Life Choices: Pursuing Your Passion with her 
contribution “Th e Muses Whisper” will be released in March 2011.

She and her husband of 35 years raised a daughter and son in a beach house in 
Central Coast California, and owned and managed a laboratory and forensic science 
consulting company. Sandra was a political activist and environmentalist and served 
as a School Board Trustee and Planning Commissioner. She and her Viking divide 
their time between Shell Beach CA and their new hometown Las Vegas.

www.sandragorenielsen.com


